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Overview
The Merchant Risk Council (MRC) is pleased to present the results of the 2017 Global Fraud Survey, an educational
report that conveys transparent and unbiased research. This report is based on a survey of MRC and non-MRC
merchants from around the globe who were surveyed about their eCommerce fraud experience and
mitigation practices.
The survey results provide the MRC merchant community with the latest industry fraud data, fraud management
methods used by their peers, and a robust set of performance benchmarks that members can use to help
optimize their business.
The research was conducted between September and October 2016. Overall, the survey data shows that merchants—
particularly MRC merchants—are making good progress in minimizing the impact of eCommerce fraud.
The MRC would like to thank the participants for taking the time to complete the online survey, and CyberSource
for managing the research and providing the analysis. If you are interested in discussing any of these fraud-related
findings and their implications, the MRC will be pleased to organize a follow-up conversation to talk about the
results in further detail.

Executive Summary
• Customers today expect a seamless ordering experience across all sales channels, from the moment they
begin each transaction to the moment it ends. As merchants work to accommodate changes in customer
behaviors and expectations, they must simultaneously guard against fraud while minimizing the impact of
fraud management on the customer experience.
• The survey data found that the MRC merchants surveyed are more successful controlling payment fraud
than comparably sized non-MRC merchants.
– M
 RC merchants have lower fraud revenue losses (0.5 percent) compared with non-MRC merchants
(0.7 percent).
– F or MRC merchants, web store fraud losses increased slightly from 0.7 percent in 2014 to 0.8 percent in
2016. Over the same time period, MRC merchants experienced a decline in the fraud rate for the mobile
channel (from 0.4 percent to 0.3 percent) and for phone/mail order (from 0.6 percent to 0.4 percent).
• MRC merchants rejected 2.6 percent of orders due to suspicion of fraud while non-MRC merchants
rejected 3.1 percent.
• For MRC merchants, the percentage of orders sent for manual review declined from 12 percent in 2014
to 8 percent in 2016. Non-MRC merchants had the same rate of manual review in 2016 as MRC
merchants—8 percent.

Fraud Loss Rate

Order Reject Rate

Manual Review Rate

3.1%
12%

2.6%
0.5%
MRC

8%

0.7%

Non MRC

MRC

Non MRC

North America
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Survey Demographics
The September–October 2016 survey comprised 466 respondents, including 124 MRC merchants. This survey
group represented an industry-wide sample of businesses involved in eCommerce activities. Respondents were
individuals involved in fraud management decisions.

All Merchants

MRC Merchants

Unable
to share

2% <$5M
11%

7%
32%
<$5M

28%
$100M+

61%
$100M+

6%

$5M-$25M

27%
$25M$100M

13%
16%
$5M$25M- $25M
$100M
Annual eCommerce revenue

All Respondents
Travel
services

4%

MRC Merchants
Travel
services

17%
Other
services

Other services

7%

31%

21%

Digital goods

Digital goods

52%
Physical goods

6%

51%

7%
Subscription
services

Physical goods

6%

Subscription
services

Goods or services sold
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Top 5 eCommerce Markets
The five largest markets by eCommerce sales as selected by survey respondents were the United States,
Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, and France. In 2016, more merchant respondents noted China as one
of the top five eCommerce markets, which brought China to the #11 eCommerce market position compared to
#43 in the 2014 survey. Similarly, Brazil moved to #9, compared to #35 in the 2014 survey.
Global merchants are increasingly extending their eCommerce market beyond their home countries. Merchants
are selling into emerging markets such as Italy and Brazil, as well as China and other Asian markets.

Mentioned as Top 5 eCommerce Markets
North America

82%

United States

42%

Canada

45%

United Kingdom

34%

Germany

Europe

31%

France
Spain

8%
12%

Italy

South/Central
America

15%

Mexico
Brazil

10%

Moved from 35 to 9 in rankings

25%

Australia

Asia Pacific

Moved from 31 to 7 in rankings

China

6%

Japan

5%

Moved from 43 to 11 in rankings
Moved from 26 to 12 in rankings

Fraud Management Metrics
eCommerce Fraud Loss Rate
MRC merchants’ overall eCommerce fraud loss rate was 0.5 percent, which is down from 2014. MRC merchants
reported a 29 percent lower eCommerce fraud rate in 2016 than non-MRC merchants, which was 0.7 percent.
Since 2012, MRC merchants have been able to maintain their fraud levels between 0.6 and 0.5 percent. The
difference in fraud loss rates between MRC and non-MRC merchants might be due to MRC merchants having
more experience and better tools to manage fraud than non-MRC merchants. In this report, non-MRC merchants
needed to have annual eCommerce revenue greater than $25 million.
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The eCommerce fraud loss rate is defined as fraud-coded chargebacks plus credits issued in response to fraud
complaints. It represents fraud for all online payment methods, including alternative payments, where the
merchant was not able to collect payment due to fraud. eCommerce includes any channel through which a
customer can place a non-store order, such as a web store or mobile device.

eCommerce Fraud Loss Rate
North America

1.1%
0.8%
0.6%

0.6%

2012

2014

0.7%

0.5%

2016

2012

MRC

2014

2016

Non MRC

Fraud Tracking by Channel
The mobile channel includes online orders placed through a mobile-optimized website or a mobile app, but does
not include mobile point-of-sale (mPOS). All MRC respondents reported that they use a web store channel, yet
39 percent do not track fraud across that channel. The percentage of revenues from mobile devices rose from
25 percent in 2014 to 33 percent in 2016.
As merchants continue to expand their mobile channels, many do not distinguish between eCommerce and
mCommerce from a fraud management perspective—even though there are important differences between
eCommerce and mCommerce for fraud management.
Merchants often use the same fraud management strategies and tools for eCommerce and mobile sales channels,
and—as the survey results show—it is common to find that the mobile channel is not tracked separately. According
to the survey, 82 percent of merchants support the mobile channel, but only 52 percent track fraud across that
channel. In addition, 91 percent of merchants report they use the same fraud tools to manage fraud for both their
mobile and web channels.

Fraud Tracking—By Channel
100%

% Support order channel
% Support channel and track fraud

82%

58%

71%
52%

Web store

Mobile commerce
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Fraud Loss Rate by Channel
eCommerce fraud losses were highest for the most-used channel, web stores. Although losses were up for the
web store channel, they declined for other channels between 2014 and 2016.

Fraud Loss Rate—By Channel
0.8%
0.7%

2014
2016

0.6%
0.4%

0.3%
0.2%

Web store

Mobile

Phone/mail order

Fraud Loss—A Global Perspective
Fraud risk varies by country for two primary reasons: First, merchants in different countries rely on different fraud
management strategies. Second, fraudsters tend to focus on vulnerable, less-mature markets. MRC merchants
reported an average global fraud rate of 0.5 percent. But average fraud revenue losses for individual countries
ranged from 0.5 to 1.9 percent.

eCommerce Fraud Loss

MRC respondents reported a global fraud loss rate of 0.5%

United States
0.5%

Canada
0.5%

France
1.0%

Germany
0.6%

United Kingdom
0.6%

Brazil2
1.5%

Mexico2
1.9%

Australia
1.3%

Q: What percent of your annual eCommerce revenue do you lose due to payment fraud globally?

High Fraud Losses in Southeast Asia
Based on other CyberSource regional fraud studies, Southeast Asian merchants experienced an average
eCommerce fraud loss rate of 2.8 percent1—the highest rate among all regions surveyed. By comparison,
Latin American respondents reported an average of 1.4 percent.2 Merchants should define and track key
metrics for all regions they sell to so they can deploy the right strategy for each region.

1
2

CyberSource 2016 Online Fraud Benchmark Report, Southeast Asia.
CyberSource 2016 Online Fraud Report, Latin America.
©Merchant Risk Council 2017
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When determining the country of origin for eCommerce orders, respondents use different pieces of information,
with country IP address standing out as the most popular. The measurement of country fraud risk for cross-border
transactions is sensitive to the method used to determine country of origin.

Determining Country of Origin

46%

27%
16%
11%
IP address country

Bill-to country

Ship-to country

Website country

Order Rejection Rate—North America
Between 2014 and 2016, MRC merchants saw no increase in the percent of orders rejected due to suspicion
of fraud, while non-MRC merchants experienced an increase. Although rejected orders typically signify fraud
attempts, some rejected orders are valid and represent lost revenue for merchants. Merchants constantly strive
to reduce the number of valid orders rejected due to suspicion of fraud (false positives).
In 2016, MRC merchants had a lower order reject rate (2.6 percent) compared with non-MRC merchants
(3.1 percent). MRC merchants might have more sophisticated fraud strategies in place that can help identify
good customer orders and ensure those orders are processed.

Order Reject Rate
North America

3.1%
2.6%

2014

2.6%

2.4%

2016

2014

MRC
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Order Rejection Rate—Global Perspective
Merchants are constantly challenged to distinguish between fraudulent and genuine customers. This challenge can
be intensified when selling goods or services outside of their domestic market, since merchants might lack local
understanding of fraud patterns and be less knowledgeable about what constitutes normal consumer behavior.
In this survey, merchants reported the percentage of annual eCommerce orders that they rejected annually for
each of their top five eCommerce countries. Generally, the higher the fraud loss, the more likely merchants are
to reject a higher percentage of orders due to suspicion of fraud. This might suggest that merchants are erring
on the side of caution and rejecting too many valid orders. However, false positives vary by region, and in some
countries, merchants avoid insulting customers by rejecting fewer orders.

Latin American Businesses Reject More Orders than Southeast Asian Businesses
Latin American businesses reported an order rejection rate of 8 percent,3 while Southeast Asian businesses
reported an average of 2.8 percent.4

Order Reject Rate—By Country

3
4

2.7%

2.7%

United States

Canada

2.8%
Germany

3.9%
2.4%
United
Kingdom

France

14.3%

4.6%
2.9%
Australia

Brazil3

Mexico3

CyberSource 2016 Online Fraud Report, Latin America.
CyberSource 2016 Online Fraud Benchmark Report, Southeast Asia.
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Fraud KPIs by Average Order Value
Survey results show that merchants with high-ticket items (>$100) tend to have a higher order reject rate
and higher manual review rate compared to merchants with predominantly low-ticket items (≤$100).
For merchants selling high-ticket items, the recovery of fraudulent orders is typically expensive. Consequently,
they tend to err on the side of caution, rejecting more suspicious orders that could be valid and spending more
resources on manual review.

Global Fraud Loss Rate

Order Reject Rate

11%

3.1%

0.6%
0.5%

Manual Review Rate

2.6%

0.5%

8%

2.0%
3.0%
≤$100

>$100

Overall

≤$100

>$100

Overall

≤$100

>$100

Overall

Chargeback Win Rate
MRC merchants try to maximize the portion of disputed eCommerce fraud chargebacks that they “win”—that is,
the portion of chargeback funds that are returned to them. The reported win rate (38 percent) was lower for 2016
compared with 2014 (41 percent). The survey results also show that physical goods merchants tend to have a
higher win rate than digital merchants.

Chargeback Win Rate—Merchant Type

41%

38%

43%

38%

46%

2014
2016

25%

Overall MRC

Digital goods and travel services
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Manual Review and Tools
Manual Review Rate—North America
According to the survey, both MRC and non-MRC merchants are sending fewer orders to manual review than they
did in 2014.5 On average, MRC merchants dedicate six employees to manual review—approximately one reviewer
per $43 million in annual eCommerce revenue.
The median review rate is 15 orders per hour. To deliver a more responsive customer experience, merchants
should explore tools and processes that can accelerate that rate.

Manual Review Rate
North America

15%

12%
8%

2014

8%

2016

2014

MRC

2016

Non MRC

Latin American Businesses Manually Review More Orders than
Southeast Asian Businesses
Respondents in Southeast Asia manually screen an average of 15.9 percent6 of all eCommerce orders
annually, while Latin American businesses reported an average of 29 percent.7

Post-Review Decline Rate—North America
According to survey results, MRC merchants rejected fewer orders after manual review (14 percent) than non-MRC
merchants (16 percent). MRC respondents reduced the percentage of orders sent to manual review in 2016 compared
with 2014, and they are accepting most of their orders.

Post-Review Cancellation Rate
North America

15%

14%

2014

2016

MRC

16%

16%

2014

2016

Non MRC

Only North America and overall manual review was asked in the survey.
CyberSource 2016 Online Fraud Benchmark Report, Southeast Asia.
7
CyberSource 2016 Online Fraud Report, Latin America.
5
6
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Most-Adopted Fraud Detection Tools
During the automated screening process, merchants typically use a combination of tools to determine the
potential for fraud. MRC merchants reported using a variety of tools. On average, MRC merchants use 14 tools to
combat fraud while non-MRC merchants use an average of 9 tools.

Fraud Detection Tools Usage
93%

Card Verification Number (CVN)

10%

64%

Search engine results

3%

63%

Email verification
Phone number verification/reverse lookup

56%

Postal address validation services

56%

19%

37%

Paid-for public records services

20%

14%
22%
8%

% Planning new
implementation

19%

7% 14%
96%

Negative lists/blacklists (in-house lists)

3%

82%

3%

79%

Positive lists/whitelists

4%

78%

Proxy detection
Customer website behavior/pattern analysis

48%

Shared negative lists—shared hotlists

47%
38%

Device fingerprinting

4%

86%

Velocity test
Fraud scoring model—company-specific

Geolocation information (country, city, and so on)

1%

88%

Customer order history

Multi-merchant purchase velocity/identity morphing

% Currently using

3%

16%

Validation
services

9%

45%

Payer Authentication (3-D Secure)

Biometric indicators (voice recognition, keylogging)

5%

65%

Social networking sites

Two-factor phone authentication (in-app, SMS, email)

5%

69%

Geographic indicators/maps

Credit history check

2%

82%

Address Verification Service (AVS)

Your proprietary
data/customer
history

9%
27%
Multi-merchant
data/purchase
history

13%
12%
87%
69%
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Most Effective Fraud Tools
Of the tools used to detect fraud, MRC respondents cited device fingerprinting, company-specific fraud scoring
models, and 3-D Secure authentication as the top three most effective.

Percent of Merchants Selecting as One of
Their 3 Most Effective Fraud Tools

53%
45%

40%
31%

30%

Device
Fraud scoring
Payer
Email
fingerprinting
model Authentication verification
(3-D Secure)

Negative
list

29%

27%

Two-factor
Card
phone
Verification
authentication Number

25%

24%

21%

Address
Paid-for
Customer
Verification public records
order
Service
services
history

Fraud Challenges and Organizational Response
Most Important KPIs for Fraud Management
Among the many indicators used by merchants to track their success in managing fraud, survey respondents
were asked to select three KPIs as the ones they consider most important. MRC merchant respondents tend to
focus more on chargeback rate, order reject rate, and manual review rate, whereas non-MRC respondents focus
on overall fraud loss rate (revenue and order).

Percent of Merchants Selecting as One of Their Top 3 Fraud KPIs

Chargeback rate

58%
46%

Fraud rate—by value

30%

Confirmed fraud rate

24%

Fraud rate—by order volume
Order rejection rate

20%

Manual review rate—transaction count

14%

False positive

15%
14%

Manual review rate—transaction amount
Friendly fraud rate
Order authentication rate

55%

36%

33%

28%

14%
18%

Chargeback rate on manual review

Rate of refunds issued

77%

31%

8%
11%
5%

10%

7%

13%

MRC
Non MRC

6%
9%
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Fraud Cost Elements
Different merchants include different elements when assessing the total cost of eCommerce fraud losses. In this
survey, the most frequently included elements were chargeback dispute fees and costs associated with disputing
chargebacks. Some merchants also include damage and insurance costs, marketing costs, and costs related to the
impact on user experience.

Percent of Merchants Including Fraud Cost Elements
Chargeback dispute fees and costs
associated with disputing chargebacks

67%

Additional fees/costs associated with the payment
transaction (for example, chargeback fees)

65%
58%

Cost of lost goods/services
Order review and other
risk management costs

51%

Refunds/credits issued to customers who claim
fraud but did not submit a fraud chargeback claim

38%

Shipping and other order
fulfillment costs

36%

Estimates of revenues lost due to
rejecting valid customer orders

36%

Most Frequent Types of Fraud Attacks
MRC merchants reported that the type of fraud attack they experienced most frequently was clean fraud, in which
fraudsters use stolen credit card information and other customer information to make purchases. Fraudsters are
providing more and better personal information in card-not-present transactions in an effort to circumvent fraud
detection functions.
Other types of fraud attacks cited by respondents included friendly fraud, identity theft, and account takeover.
Friendly fraud occurs when the actual cardholder or someone known to the cardholder (such as a family member)
makes a purchase, but then later charges back, claiming that they never made the purchase. The least-frequently
experienced categories were affiliate fraud and coupon or refund fraud.

©Merchant Risk Council 2017
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Percent of Merchants Selecting as #1
Most-Frequently Experienced Fraud Attack
25%

Clean fraud
Identity theft

18%

Friendly fraud

18%
15%

Account takeover

10%

Card testing
Triangulation schemes

4%

Re-shipping

3%

Botnets

3%

Coupon/discount/refund abuse

1%

Affiliate fraud

1%

Greatest Fraud Challenges
MRC merchants reported that a lack of sufficient internal resources and gaps in fraud tool functionality were
the most significant fraud challenges they experience. An inability to quickly identify and respond to emerging
fraud attacks was the third most-commonly reported challenge. Merchants should continue to evaluate their
current fraud management tools to ensure they have the latest capabilities and functionality to fight existing and
emerging fraud threats.

Major Fraud Management Challenges
46%

Lack of sufficient internal resources
Gaps in fraud tool functionalities

41%

Identifying/responding to emerging fraud attacks

32%

Tracking friendly fraud

27%

Tracking false positives

22%

Updating fraud risk models (for example, score)

22%

Lack of internal expertise

18%

International expansion
Keeping up to date on government regulations or
rule changes by payment systems/card networks

14%
10%
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Merchant Priorities
Survey respondents were asked to rate their priorities for improvement in the area of eCommerce fraud. More
MRC merchants than non-MRC merchants named improvement in automated detection accuracy and fraud
analytics as key priority areas for fraud management. Improving and fine-tuning automated detection can reduce
the need for costly manual processing of suspect orders.

Priorities for Improving Fraud Management
(Percent of Merchants Selecting as One of Their Top 3)

68%

67%

MRC

53%

51%

Non MRC

47%

44%

39%

26%
12% 14%

Improving automated
detection accuracy

Improving fraud
analytics

Streamlining manual
review tasks and
workflow

Improving
chargeback
dispute process

Create mobilespecific fraud rules

8% 11%
Better managing
omni-channel fraud

Fraud Functions
Survey results show there is no “one-size-fits-all” model for setting up and running a fraud team, since the
approach depends on a number of factors, such as a merchant’s industry, size, and resources. For example,
merchant responses varied significantly on where fraud management responsibility resides within their
organization. MRC merchants are more likely than non-MRC respondents to place responsibility in a dedicated
fraud team or in the operations department.

41%

Fraud Function Department

32%

MRC

28%

Non MRC

25%

9%

12%

15%

19%

7%

7%
0% 1%

Finance

Operations

IT/technology

Customer service

Dedicated team
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Outsourcing of Fraud Functions
Merchants also vary widely on which fraud management functions they outsource and which they handle internally.
Survey respondents reported outsourcing fraud tools most often, perhaps because many tools are provided by
third-party suppliers instead of being internally developed.

Outsourced Fraud Management Function

43%
38%

MRC

27%

30%

Non MRC

28%
21%

20%

17%

14%

19%

14%

9%
2%
Fraud tools

Fraud
modeling/
scoring

Fraud
third-party
information

Chargeback
management
and disputing

Manual
review

Fraud
analyst/
analysis

3%
Fraud
management

7%
1%
Fraud
policy

Key Takeaways
MRC merchants are winning against fraud, as indicated by the following survey results:
• MRC merchants reported 29 percent lower fraud losses.
• For MRC merchants, fraud in the mobile channel is down significantly compared with 2014 and compared
with non-MRC merchants.
• The lower order rejection rate compared to non-MRC merchants for 2016 implies better order conversion
for members.
• The manual review rate is at a similar level as non-MRC merchants, down from 2014.
MRC merchants benefit from sharing best practices in fraud management with their MRC peers. For example,
as this survey shows, many members are having success with device fingerprinting as a tool to fight fraud. MRC
merchants are knowledgeable, informed, and know they can continuously improve by implementing the right
tools and efficiencies to keep fraud in check.

Learn More
For more detailed regional perspectives on fraud management, please email sales@cybersource.com
For more information about MRC, please visit: www.merchantriskcouncil.org
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